We prove that if there exists an into linear isometry between non-commutative //-spaces then there exists an into Jordan * -isomorphism between underlying von Neumann algebras, as an application of Araki-Bunce-Wright's theorem concerning the characterization of orthogonality preserving positive maps between preduals. Moreover, we determine the structure of a linear non-commutative LMsometry when it is surjective and *-preserving. § 0. Introduction 
Some difficulties to deal with n on-commutative //-spaces associated with arbitrary von Neumann algebras come from the following facts. Though one can embed the original von Neumann algebra to its L ^-spaces in the a-finite case, no one knows which embedding is most canonical. In other words, there appear highly non-commutative obstructions such as Radon-Nikodym derivatives, which turn to be central elements in the semifinite case. So it does not seem easy to obtain a common area between the L ^-spaces and the original von Neumann algebra, and it seems that many techniques used in semifinite case are no more available.
We work on Haagerup's L ^-spaces, since those elements are (unbounded) operators, and their polar decompositions give us informations related to the original von Neumann algebra or its predual.
In [Wl] , the existence of a surjective Jordan * -isomorphism was shown when Mi, M 2 are a-finite and T is surjective *-preserving.
In Section 2, we will prove the existence of a Jordan * -isomorphism without any restrictions on MI, M% and T, making use of Araki-Bunce-Wright's theorem which characterizes orthogonality preserving positive maps between preduals of von Neumann algebras.
In [W2] , the structure of T was described when MI, MI are <7-finite and T is surjective positive.
In Section 3, we will prove that if T is surjective * -preserving then T is the composition of the induced Jordan * -isomorphism and the canonical * -isomorphism arised from the change of weights followed by multiplication by a fixed central symmetry. §L Preliminaries
We begin with some basic definitions concerning Haagerup's non-commutative L ^-spaces associated with arbitrary von Neumann algebras. For details and proofs we refer to [H3] and [Tl] . Let <p 0 be a fixed faithful normal semifinite weight on M acting on a Hilbert space X. Let {of 0 } t <= R be the modular automorphism group with respect to <p 0 . We denote by J\f the crossed product M Xl^lR, which is a von Neumann algebra generated by 7t (x) Haagerup's //-spaces are realized as subspaces consist of measurable operators with respect to this trace r. A densely defined closed operator a affiliated with N, with its domain ® (a) , is said to be r-measurable if there is, for each <5>0, a projection e^M such that eL 2 (R, X) c® ( a ) and r(l-g) <<5. We denote by J/ the set of all r-measurable operators, which becomes a complete Hausdorff topological * -algebra under the strong operations in the measure topology. For any subset s£ of Af, the set of all selfadjoint (resp. positive selfadjoint) operators in j^ shall be denoted by s£ sa ( resp. s£ +). In this section, we prove that if there exists an into linear isometry between non-commutative L ^-spaces then there exists an into Jordan * -isomorphism between underlying von Neumann algebras. Araki-Bunce-Wright's theorem allows us to prove our result without cr-finiteness of von Neumann algebras and surjectivity of L ^-isometry.
In an interesting article, Araki [A] initiated the study of orthogonal decomposition preserving positive linear maps (o. d. homomorphisms) between preduals of von Neumann algebras. Bunce and Wright [BW] solved a problem in [A] and characterized those maps in a general setting. Now we state the Bunce-Wright theorem for injective case only, which is just we need here. Let Mi and M 2 be arbitrary von Neumann algebras. Let /3 : (Mi) * -* (Mz) * be an o.d. homomorphism (that is, /5 is a continuous linear map which preserves both order and orthogonal decomposition) . Moreover, we assume that /3 is injective. We define (M 2 )0 to be the a-weak closed *-subalgebra of M 2 generated by In this section, we shall prove the implementation of surjective * -preserving linear L Msometries. Let 1 < p <°° and p^2. Let MI and M 2 be arbitrary von Neumann algebras. Let (p 0 (resp. 0 0 ) be a fixed faithful normal semifinite weight on Mi (resp. M 2 ). Let T be a linear isometry from L p (Mi\(po) Put 02 -(po°J~l o E. Then there are two faithful normal semifinite weights on M 2 , (po and 02. We denote the crossed product with respect to 0o (resp. 02) by ^0 0 = M 2 XW 0 R (resp. N$ 2 = M 2 XW 2 R). Let ^0 0 (resp. ^0 2 ) be the *-algebra of all measurable operators (with respect to the canonical trace) on I 2 (R ,#). Define a unitary operator u on L 2 ( (R ; X) by Put £ (a) = w*zw*, a ^ Af 9o . Then /c is the canonical * -isomorphism from J\l ' 9o onto J^0 2 , which is related to change j)f weights from 0 0 to 0 2 . Moreover, /c extends to a * -isomorphism Tc from M^ onto ^0 2 , and the restriction of A: is a positive linear isometry from
Moreover, we obtain a canonical inclusion r: j(M\) Xl^o 0/ -i R -> J^2 XW 2 R, since af 2 = a?°0 /~l0 * -af 007 " 1^ e R onj(M 1 ) ( cf. [S; Theorem 11.9] ). £ is extended to the inclusion between the * -algebras of measurable operators, still denoted by c.
Thus we have a canonical positive linear isometry
lc~l o c° J from L p (Mi', (po) to L P (M 2 \ fa).
Proposition 3. Keep the situation as above. Assume that T is positive and that there exists a faithful normal semifinite operator valued weight E\ M 2 -» j(Mi) . Then T equals to the restriction of lc~l°c° J to L p (M\\ cp Q ) .
Proof. The existence of an operator valued weight E guarantees the canonical positive linear isometry mentioned above. Since T is positive, T(/iJ, (^ (1) ') ) , <P e (^i)*,sa. We claim /? is positive. It suffices to show that /3* is positive. It is easy to see that $* (y) = j8 0 * (l) j8 0 * (y) . In particular, j8* (l) -ffi (l) 2 . Obviously we have ||j8*||^l. Since any unital linear contraction between C*~algebras is positive, it is enough to show that /?<? (l) 2 = 1. However, a surjective R -linear isometry j8^ maps extreme points of the closed unit ball of (Mi) sa to those of (M 2 ) sa . Since they are symmetries, we conclude that &* (I) 2 = 1. 
